Where the art of papermaking began

Unica 22”x30” 250gsm White - 71-19100111
Unica 22”x30” 250gsm Ivory - 71-19100112
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In collaboration with a prominent printmaking research facility,
Fabriano is proud to launch Unica, a versatile paper that caters
to all printmaking needs, as well as drawing and light water
media. Unica is made of 50% cotton. It is also acid free, and
produced with hydro-energy – an extra careful step in regards
to the environment. The 22”x30” sheet, 250gsm is available
in white and ivory, making the paper ideal for all projects. The
very attractive price of Unica will also appeal dearly to all
students and aspiring artists.

Fabriano Unica POP Assortment - 71-UNICAASST
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Where the art of papermaking began

FABRIANO PRINTMAKING & LETTERPRESS PAPERS
Tiepolo is an exceptionally versatile and strong paper that is ideal for all printmaking techniques, as
well as letterpress, drawing and charcoal. Mould-made, 100% cotton and acid-free, it features a soft
velvety wove surface, has four deckled edges and is available in a traditional Italian soft white tone.
Named after the Italian master painter and printmaker Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, the paper bears the
Cartiere Miliani Fabriano’s traditional “CMF” script watermark with a star, located at the bottom right
hand corner of the sheet.

Rosaspina is a hidden jewel among printmaking and letterpress papers as it is affordable without any
quality compromise. Its 60% cotton content and lack of external sizing, combined with the mouldmade process, confer the acid-free paper a sumptuously soft wove surface. Available in White and
Ivory.
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